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FOREWORD

The position of publication adViser offers a strange combination of
bivalence and satisfaction, intertwined with heart palpitations and stomach
ulcers. Certainly anyone who has ever taken this post can attest to the
many physical and mental demands made upon him. Yet each year thou.:
sands of us continue, wondering how to meet these. challenges while at the
same time filling the needs of our students. It is our hope that this
booklet will help facilitate the achievement of these ends:

ASK, the Advertising Survival Kit, actually began as a project in a
graduate journalism class at Ball State University in Indiana. After its completion, we reallized that we had clone much more than just fill a course
requirement. The project had ,become a :learning experience for all of us;

a -tool that we all realized would be valuable to us and In other publication advisers.

The financial management of a ,school publication is certaiitly one of the
most difficult and frightening tasks any adviser must face. Yet it is a necessary job., crucial to the success of any journalistic program. Rising costs
have driven many yearbooks out of the students' price range., and restricted the frequency of newspaper publication dates to so small a number that
the pliper ceases to .function as a medium for timely local news. The only
viable answer to such economic pressures lies in an effective revitalization of
newspaper and yearbook financing which recognizes that high school publications, however small, are real media which can offer a service to local
businessmen. Presented properly, an advertising campaign offers potential
profit not only to the publication, but to businesses as well.
ASK presents a complete outline for- conducting an advertising campaign,
as well as a list of suggestions that yearbook advisers may find invaluable

in cutting those unexpected (and sometimes hidden) costs that so many
yearbook contracts entail.

We realize that this booklet is no panacea for all the pitfalls advisers
will encounter. Financial management of a publication is, of course, merely
one segment of a large and complex organization which demands the utmost of an adviser in. both patience and ingenuity. Our hope is simply
that this booklet will help alleviate some of the burdens involved in running, your school's publications so that journalistic endeavors will not be
choked by economic difficulties.

Laurence B. Lain
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EWSPAPER AD,VERTISIN6
' adviser and the pubhcabons
This section was designed to help you tab
staff, put together a successful advertising section in your newspaper. It
is flexible enough to be adapted to almost any size school paper, so please

use it to suit your needs.

Millions of. Americans are exposed to hundreds of advertising messages
daily. In part, the influence of advertising has persuaded people to want
better products and services, to improve their styles of living, and to take
better care of their health.

Advertising creates an awareness about old and new products and services, It stimulates 'wants, depicts differences among various _products and
.

services, and, demonstrates how various needs and desires can be satisfied.
Advertising, with its important role of infOrming and influencing consumers, -hag become an economic and social force in society. Modern' business
enterprise must improve product development, pricing packaging, distri-

bution and retail service to remain competitive, and must also introduce
new products and services to attempt to gain sales advantages.

The mighty impact of advertising is not lost on high school students,
for much advertising is aimed, specifically at them. They comprise a potential market of hundreds of millions of.dollars a year, a purchasing patential which few businesses can afford to overlook. It is one function of
the high school press to convey information, in the way of advertising,
about available products and services of interest t high school students,
to this- potential market;' using the proceeds thus derived to help finance
the publication in which they appear.
A sample demographic survey has been included to' help you determine
what your student body purchases, and where this purchasing is done.
The surey can easily be modified by adding or deleting questions to
suit your school's particular situation.

The next section provides suggestions about how to use the information
' obtained from the survey to put together a successful advertising campaign, ranging from what potential advertisers, to contact, to how' to approach a prospect and persuade him to purchase advertising space. Also
included are tips on how to take care of an advertiser after the sale is
made: Servicing an account is, ultimately, just as important as selling it.
Ad layout and design does' not have to be difficult, Quick instruction
on how to design an ad can be found" in the basic layout and design
section, as well as suggestions on the most attractive and productive ways
of arranging the advertising on the newspaper page.

Do you publish with offset, letteirpress, or mimeo? Discussed are the
differences among the three, how they affect the types of ads you use,
and how to use them more effectively.
cy!

At the end of the section is a portfolio of ads from high school newspapers from around the country. Many different types of ads are pictured
in this section. Do not hesitate to use the ideas; they have been included
for that reason, and to demonstrate that good advertising is easy, and
being used by all types of papers.

Finances can help make or completely break a school paper. Samples of
bills, rate cards, and contracts are provided in this section to help make
the financial aspect of school publications easier to understand and deli'
with.

If you have advertising problems or questions, "ASK" the newspaper secand adapt the suggestions to your paper. Advertising need not be the

headache it sometimes is, and it can help you produce a better and more
profitable high school newspaper,.

SELLING THE AD
This questionnaire is intended to estimate weekly student expenditures.
The range of questions attempts to cover every aspect of student spending, but questions may be .added or deleted to fit each school's needs. A
large school, for example, may want to place some of the related questions
into a single category to expedite the summarizing of the results of the
survey. This, too, will aid the large school in completing a summary fact
sheet for the sales brochure.

The method of conducting the survey may present a problem for larger
schools. A small school may administer the survey to all students whereas
random or selective sampling is suggested for large schools, but selective

sampling should provide a more fair and effective survey. A range of
students from all social and economic communities within the school should

be represented in about the same percentage they occur in your school.
The results of the survey should be averaged and placed on a summary fact sheet. The advertising sales staff should then use the questionnaire as a persuasive selling point with their sales brochure.

STUDENT SPENDING SURVEY
Our school newspaper and yearbook are taking a survey of our student body to
get a comprehensive look at the earning and spending habits of the students of
this high school. We would appreciate your time in fiCing out this questionnaire.
You need not sign your name. Thank you very much for your help.
Date
male

age .... grades Fr. .... Soph. .... Jr. ..

female

black

white

latino

Sr.

other

Do you get on allowance? Yes .... no ..... If 'yes' how much do you get per
Do you have a job? yes .... no ..... If 'yes' how
week?

Do you have a personal
much do you earn per week?
Do you use your parents' charge account?
charge account?
Do you have a savings account?

Do you have a checking account?

.... career

.... car

bicycle ....
motorcycle ....
Do you have your own: car ....
.... radio .... televisiori .... stereo/record player ....

boat ....

If 'yes' what is its purpose? .... higher education

.. other (

)

67

typewriter

What ,is your total week y income from all sources? $.. , ... ... .
On the average, how ,m ch. of that do you save?
How much, do you'spen in any way you wish? $`
In' the folowing section', please estimate 'how much money yOu spend each month
on the items in each of the catagories listed.

examples

amount spent
per month

?

shoes, suits, sportcoats, jackets, irts,
blouses, jeans, ties, slacks, undo ear,
lingerie, sieepwear, -Socks, hosie .
jewelry, wallets, 'hilts, purses, ke chains,
.

2. accessories

etc,

haircuti, heir styling, ihampoo, hater color,
all hair care producti.,
toothpaste, deodorant, razor blades, shave
cream; .personal Products, etc..
auto accesCar payments,' insurance',

sories, gasoline, oil:
.
sports equipment,' hobby supplies &
material, etc.
pets.,and pet supplies,
musical instruments, recOrdi tapes,
,show,s & concerts
'`inovies, foOtball & basketball tickets,
9. reereetton
t;
club dues
10: reading matter books, magazines, newsPapers
music, dance, flying', tennis, etc.
11, lesson's
trips without family
12. travel
film, processing, darkroom supplies; etc.
13. camera
fabrics, knitting & sewing supplies, etc.
14, sewing

15. gifts
16. supplies

all gifts
paper, pencils, all school supplies, stationery, greeting cards.

In the following section; please estimate how many times each month you eat at
each type of eating establishtnenf.
type

examples

how often

Ponderosa, Bonanza, Mr. Steak/
1.. steak
Herford House
2. hamburger chains McDonalcis, Burger Chef, Biff Burger,
Friendly Foster, etc.
Dairy Queen, Baskin Robbins, Bressler:, etc.
3. Ice cream

4. pizza
Pizza Hut, Pizza King, etc.
5. specialty chains chicken, Fish-n-chips, Taco Bell, Arby's, etc.
Dog-n-Suds, A&W, etc.
6, drive-ins
7. all-purpose, sit-down eating establishments

Do you assist in making decisions on family purchases?

yes ....

no ....

What kind of advertising infitiences yourchoice of products or stores? (check all
that apply)r newspaper
radio
television ...
magazine
bill-

board ...., window
displays
-/-.

...., other ..

..

THAM, YOU FOR YOUR TIME 1-1

Interpreting the results' -of. the, survey should present little problem for

the staff . once final tallies are made and'' percentages and figures are
entered on the summary sheet. Clearly, those merchants in the commun-

ity who receive the largest share of student money are the prime prospects
for calls by advertising salesmen. Where two or more stores compete for
student business in the same area, whether it is records, clothes or jewelry,
the obvious advantage of advertising in the school press can do more
to sell advertising space than the best-planned sales talk. Assemble the

facts, and do it in such a way that those facts will do the major job
of selling advertising.

An effective way is usually to prepare a mimeographed brochure, which
May be given tip businesSmen for them to examine at their leisure, which
reports the results of the Survey, and provides information about the
circulation of the school newspaper', among tlle students it serves. In a
school where students receive the. paper free, or where the cost of a sub-

scription to the paper is deductecl from the students' book rental fees
or other source, stress the fact that the paper reaches the hands of every
Student in the school, that distribution is one hundred per cent No

other advertising meditrin, not the commercial press, not the most popular
rock music radio station. in town, not even a Jorge billboard in front of
the.school, will have the potential of reaching more studerits..

If; as is more often the case, Circulation is less than a hundred per

cent of the student body, concentrate on the number, rather than the percentage, of students who receive the paper. And remember that in actual
practice, these figures are apt to be a ,bit low, since the number of pass=
aloe copies is usually considerable. Your actual circulation, in terms of
number of actual readers, may well be double the number of copies of
your' paper printed. Point this out in your advertising brochure.
The brOc.hure should also focus on the amount' of money students have
to spend. For example. a :sample of 100 students selected' from a student
body of 1000 -may show that those students spend. an average of eight
dollars a week on car, clothes, records,' recreation,, snacks, and other per::
sown items. By extension, the 1000 students in the school would have
$8,000 a week 'to spend, more than the entire annual incomes of many
wage-earners. These same stioderitS are vending $32,000 a month or $288,000

during a nine-month School iear, in the community.. When such facts are
presented, ads often sell themselves, for every merchant in the cornmunity
is interested in getting his, share of that quarter-Million dollar market. Mvertising in the school press can help a business tap that market,

Once the figures are in and the brochure prepared, it is time to map

out campaign strategy.. Particular emphasis will be placed, Of course, on the
areas where most student money is spent; Itut advertising salesmen should

be taught to point out that advertising can create new needs and desires,
besides merely showing how current needs can be satisfied. So do not
ignere a particular element of the business community simply because relatively little demand exists in that area. A series of-well-planned advertisements can create a demand for a product where none existed before, if
the product- is one of legitimate interest or usefulness to students. Such
ads simply point out, a particular need, which although real, may not
have been previously recognized by the student market.
,

example; twenty years ago there was little or no insurance (laver.high
. tising in. ,the..-00 school press. Today, With a high percentage of
school students owning or having the unlimited use of automobile and motorcycle, there is a real market among young people for insurance and int
surance information. Soine schools have recognized this change, and have
_
' proved their point to local insurance agents, who have become frequent advertisers in those papers. Many papers have not yet -explored this area,
hoWever,' and may be missing hundreds of potential advertising dollars.
No attempt, is made to imply that all' elements of the community are
suitable for the solicitation of advertising by the high school press: Some
are clearly not. A publication should not solicite or accept advertising
(rim a firm, whose product or service the publication cannot reasonably
hope, to` sell. At one time the advertising columns of high school papers
were filled 'with ads like
A, or'

COMPLIMENTS OF BLAKE'S MARKET
and dozens of such ails, all neatly boxed, appeared issue after issue. Few .
high school publications solicit advertising as charity any more, however.
Adveitising is a two-way street; if a paper accepts an advertiser's money,
the paper must attempt to sell the advertiser's product. No advertiser
should be asked to help "boost" the paper or support the school; the paper
must try to sell its. advertisers' products.

When a list of potential clients has been established, it is time to begin
making sales calls. Some sort of system of keeping track of prospects and
the results of sales calls is recommended. No businessman likes to be botheyed about the same thing more than once and' by several different people;
many ads' have been lost because, after buying an ad from one salesman,
ho has had to interrupt his buSiness to meet' with two or three other
representatives of the same publication, each trying to sell him an ad.
A' card file system may bdi the most efficient and -the most simple method

of keeping track. Each prospect is listed on a file card kept in the ad- vertising area. (see sample) When he is approached by a salesman, information about the sales call is recorded on the card, and the card- file
9

10

Should be checked for the most up-to-date information before any salesman calls on any customer. Such a system will 1.) prevent unnecessary
duplication of, effort, 2.) prevent antagonizing prospects with multiple sales
calls, and 3.) 'insure that every prospect is called on. It is an easy matter
to flip through the cards to find those prospects on whom no salesman
has called, or who have not been approached for sbme time.
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SALES APPROACHES
The fidst preparation, however, is worthless unless an ad salesman can
close a deal. While the preparation can and will greatly enhance, his chances

of selling an account, a salesman must still approach each prospect with
both respect and conviction, create a favorable impression and conduct himself professionally if he is to stand any chance of success.

The sales approach. guidelines which tollow are intended to serve as
basic procedure for advertising staffs. They will help staffs to bo better
organized in talking to a prospect, to have more confidence and to make
a more businesslike impression on potential advertiser&

The way an ad salesman is dressed can play an important psychological
call, Slacks and sportshirt, . or
dress or pants suit will project a better; more professional image' of the
salesman than jeans and sweatshirt, and this psychological impression can
de much, to determine thb results of a client contact. Consider dress and
grooming an integral part of your sales campaign; all other things being
equal, the better-groomed salesman will be more successful than his poorlygroomed counterpart. When approaching 'a merchant, particularly in his
place of business, it is important for a salesman to avoid negative re-

role in the success or failure of a sales

actions from the merchant.

Few things seem more difficult to the beginning salesman than actually
making his first contact. The inclination certainly is to mumble apologeti-

cally, blurt out "Do you want to buy an ad in the school paper?" and
duck out the &or as quickly as the opportunity arises. This is an injustice to both the publication and the businessman. Ad salesmen should
remember that they are not begging or asking for charity, but are offer. ing to Show, the merchant how tho school newspaper can help him increase his profits in exchange for his financial support of the newspaper

that will carry his advertising. This is precisely the same sort of ar-

rangement he expects with the local daily newspaper; the difference is solely

that his advertising in the high school paper will be directed at a specific
age group.

The following outline of a sales call may help the inexperienced salesman through the first half-dozen calls, and provide a now idea or two
for the veterans of the ad staff.

1

Introduce yourself,

2.) Explain who you represent.
3.)

Bo polite and state your purpose. _(Your purpose is not only to sell

an ad, it

is to help the businessman capture or retain his share of the
1448 year-old consumer market. This, then, is net the time to say,
"Would you like to buy an ad?" Say, rather, "1 have some figures that
show how you might tap an increased share of the quarter- million dollars

spent by our high school students in this community.")

4.)

Sales pitch showing brochure a,) results of purchasing 'survey ,stressing the dollar figure spent
by high school students in the community.
b,) circulation and readership potential of the newspaper. (And

don't forget' to, mention that many papers find their. way 'home to
parents and other potential customers.)

c.) relate a.) and,b.) to the situation of the merchant. Explain how
advertising in the high school newspaper can stimulate a demand
for his 'product or service.
d.) present examples of possible ads for his product. These' can be made

up in advance when you know yoli are going to call on a particular
prospect. Conte equipped with suggestions for photographs and illus"trations, sales ideas, and design ideas.

5.)

Show the prospect your advertising rate card, explain anything that.

may be unclear, and suggest a size and frequency of ad that he. might
wish to run, based on one or more of the ideas you presented in 4-d.
6.) Go over other items in the 'contract with the prospect; placing particular emphasis on the areas in which the paper- will serve the advertiser,
such as by providing a complimentary copy of the paper each time it is
issued, and calling frequently to inquire about a change in copy. This is
another good opportunity to .stress that an ad purchased in the high
school paper is designed to benefit both publiCation and advertiser.

7.) Ask the prospect to purchase. the ad. (There-Is an old sales technique, still useful, in which the salesman never gives the customer a chance
. to say "no." At the close of a sales pitch, the salesman should not ask,

"Would you like to buy the ad I have described?" because it is too easy
for the customer to reply with a "no." Instead, .give the customer a choice:
"Would you like this ad. to run in every issue or in every other issue?"

Or "Would it be more convenient for me to pick up your ad copy in
the m*ing or the afternoon next week?" While such a question may
sound 6ntrived and- unnatural to the inexperienced sale§man; it is a
technique that works, and the psychology behind it is sound.)
_

8.) Sign the contract. Leave one copy with the customer, and file one
copy in the publications area,
will
9.) Whether you have made a sale qr' not, thank the prospect.
carry on the favorable impression you should' have already r dated, and

leave the door open to future meetings on. cordial terms.
10.)

.

Service your account! Don't forget about an advertiser once you've

sold him an ad. See that he gets his paper each week..; Check regularly
for changes in his copy. Suggest new approaches he might'- not haVe
considered. Inform him promptly of any changes in the production schedule
that will affect his advertising. Try to make his ad attractive and effective; he, is paying money to your newspaper to try to sell his produCt.
Help him( These steps will make him a much easier prospect to- sell next
year.

BUSINESS ',PROCEDURES
School publications which, find -then-selves in financial' trouble are Often

able to '',,nace their problems to a-- lack of 'sound -organization in their
the ad depart,
advertising: departments. It is-highly', desirable M set,
'.-went in a, -formal and professional way because to do otherwise gives the
student Scl ;,s.taff a distorted, picture of advertising finances, and because
a lesiformal'Organilation invites financial difficulty.

Here; ,then, ,is the 'place to discuss- the establisinnent of rates, contractsand `billing forms and record-keeping: None of these need be complicated.

It is only necessary , for the adviser and 'business manager to be aware
-of
the ;publication's financial situation, be able to' project it' into the fu"
ture,and' keep track of its commitments to,its advertisers.

ESTABLISHING ADVERTISING RATES
It should rar be necessary .to radically change 'advertising rates; minor
adjustments ,froni ar, to year are usually all that are required. New pub="
al'ir're- figare what they will charge fox advertising
licationi Must
",:space, however, and every Publication must have a budget, so, by budgeting
should not be difficult to
,funds' ,and ,prOjecting income and :.expenses

: establish an' ad
rater or bring an old rate into line with newer costs.
,
The easiest way

get a finanOal, picture of the publications' year *is to

draw up a:chart.'_
s'.

EXPENSES:
7

Printing bud engraving'
(See your printer about' this One. Tell him what sort
page size and ,paper
of newspaper you have -in mind
stock; number' of imges; number of photos, number of

copies, etc., and he will be able to 'give you a good
idea of your cost per issue. Then multiply that by
,

the, number of issues, you plan to run.),
Photography (film, paper; 'chemicOts," equiPment,' etc.)
:(Ways of -Orgrinizin,g the photography department vary.
Some sthOOls have elaborate, professionally equipped darkraoms,"-others manage nicely with PolarOid pictures.'A typical

'figure would be 45-$10 per issue, but it could easily
,be either more Or" less.)
Dues, contests, conventions, workshops
Supplies

(typing paper, pencils,, rulers, composer paper,'
whatever, is needed to put out each issue.)

,Postage
'
-t

.

.

,

.

-,

. (If you mail your paper to advertisers and other schools,
. it is often cheaper to send it at the non-profit organization
bulk rate,' f your school has such a permit, then first- `...
clo5i or on a second-class permit. You must, however, send.,
out a minimum 'of 200 pieces. Check with your school's bookkeeper.)
l

$

..,

. ...
Awards,', prizes, -etc.
-(These,-Ond the cost of a' publications banquet or picnic,
may be budgeted here, or, may come from some other fund such
as Quill and Scroll, Future Journalists of America, etc.)
Equipment (purchase and/or- upkeep)
Sub-total
Emergency

,

. .... .. ..

.. .

.....

......

$

(Since no budget is foolproof, and emergencies.dO",arise,
we recommend that an additional five per cent of the subtotal be added, into the projected expenses. This should
cover 'price increases, unexpected equipment breakdown
beyond that projected, and other unforeseen expenses.) .
Total ,
-INCOME

.

A

A

.

,

I"

,

7
.

While Ws' a lot more fun to think about money coming in than going out
,"it pays to "make income estimates a little on the conservative side; It's- even more

,fun to get more money than you thought you would!
From; school board, book rental fees, activities ticket, etc.
Subscriptions

(If subscriptions are sold, here is where,it is
necessary to set a campaign -goal.)

. .

. .... .
...,

. . . .

.......

Single copy sales ..
(A' goal is again required Last year'S sales
figures can help, try` to increase them by ten
or twenty, per cent
but only:project what you

$

$

really plan to sell!)
Total

........

Needed from advertising
,
(Again, for safety's sake, set your advertising needs.
about five per cent above the actual 'figure required.)

.

.

... . .... $

Now you have a dollar figure of how much advertising your newspaper
will require. The next step is to convert that into an advertising rate.
First figure how much advertising per issue you require ,hy dividing the
total amount needed by the number of -issues planned. This is yoUr break-.
even 'Point, the amount of 'advertising dollars you must average per issue
Over the course of the year.

How :9tuth advertising, in terms of volume, can you 'carry? If your
paper ipf four pages, carrying advertising in more than 20 to 25 per cent
of the total space will discourage readership and severely limit the amount
of copy you can carry: A paper of six, eight, or more, pages may carry'

as much as 35 to 40 pereent advertiSing.

Figure the number of column-inAes_ of advertising you require per issue by taking the desired percentage Of the total number of coluinu-inches

in the paper. By dividing the number of inches needed into the number
of dollars needed, you will arrive at the approximate figure you should
charge for an inch of 'advertising space. (See the sample worksheet, illustration 2)'

Some schools give discounts for larger ads, or for frequent insertions.
If you elect to do that, it is wise to increase your base rate by 20 to 25
precent over the figure you arrive at. If you decide on a flat column'

inch rate, a' ten percent cushion should be enough.

'SAMPLE WORKSHEET
Income

Expenses
printing .dnd engraving
photography
dues, contests, etc.
supplies ,
postage

,

subscriptions

$ 200

tingle 'copy sales
total

50
50

$

.,.

..

$

... , .......

5%; emergency cushion
,.
total
2.

$ 250

..$ 100

...

awards, banquet, etc.
equiprnent
sub-total
g

from school board

. .$4500

$ 100

needed from advertising
5% cushion
total needed

$2600
$ 0
$ 0
$2600
$2913

$ 146
$3059

$5250

$ 263
$5513

,

total needed $3,059.
number of issues planned

30

amount needed per issue $102. (1 A- 2)
4
4. aumber of pages per
3.
5.

page depth in inches

14

6. number of co!umns per page

.

5

number; .of coluinnrinches per issue 280 (4 x
8. percentage of 'advertising desired . 20%
9. number of-column-inches needed per issue 56 (7 x.
51.8.2`(3 ± 9)
10. amount per. inch
11. advertising cushion desired 10%
$.18 (1.0' x'11)
12. cushion
,$2.00 (10. x 12)
13. base rate

7.

THE A6VERTISINC CONTRACT
The contract is, of course, the key document in the advertising prograM.
simple language the agreement between the advertiser and
It sets forth
the school; and what is expected' of both iarties. It need not be legalistic

in tone; a simple but nnambigumis document is best.

The sample contract illustrated belOw Consists of four parts; the agreement, the rates applicable,' extra:Cost items' and insertion. schedule. It is
desirable that all these be included in the contract, since 'it will eliminate
the 'need fora extra rate cards and schedules, and will help clarify the advertising agreement.

Two copies of the contract should be made: one for the advertiser and
one for the school; both should be signed by the saleiman and the advertiser. The school's copy should be kept in a file folder accessible to
bOth adviser and ad staff, along with ad- copy for the firm, mats, glossieS; or :negatives of the ad, and other. material necessary td 'service that
account.
15
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The agreement, the first section of the contract, is a statement by the

advertiser. that this firm will purchase a specific amount of advertising Space
.

in the school newspaper, at the time and price indicated elsewhere

in.',.

the' contract, The agreement also sets forth billing procedure and arrangements for the inclusion of specific copy in the ad.
.

.
.

The agreement is also the place for the signatutes of the representatives
Of the company and .the newspaper, and insistence on this formality can
save a publication many dollars a. year Each year every adviser is faced
with 'a phorie call' from an 'angry merchant demanding to know why he
has received a' bill for advertising in the high, school newspaper when
he. signed 'no contract for it. A, quick check of the. school's copy of thc
contract .often reveals' that the ad was authorized 'by an assistant man.
ager,

or even the ..wife of the caller, and dollars are collected which

might otherwlie be lost

Being able to pinpoint the student who sold a particular ad can often
help clear up misunderstandings in the Copy, the ad was to contain, its
deSign, or the way in which the account was to be 'serviced.

The rate card should also appear on the advertising contract It may
be simple, if a flat rate per column-inch is charged, or it could be more,
complex if space or frequency discounts are" offered. ,But the appearance
of the rate' schedule on, :the. Contract positively eliminates the confusion
caused by a salesman who is. out of rate, cards but ..*ho is "sure! he
remembers -the -charges for a service, or the problem created by -a salesman, who can really drum up business
but who doesn't work with figures

nearlyns :well.

.

In the same way; the schedule of extra-Cost-required iterias will prevent
a 'customer unhappy with an unexpected, tharge for
reverse or an engraving from complaining that he didn't, know about the charge, although
salesmen should be cautioned to point, out such.' costs to the client when

-thaccountissolch--AcIvertisers shoulriexpecr-to -pay school piversfor
unuSual expense incurred in making up their ads, just as they do mith
commercial newspapers; but it is good business to let an. advertiser' know
in advance hOW much a particularservice will cost.
Finally,, including" the possible insertion dates in' the contract- will show:,
the advertiser that the paper has committed itself to a production schedule'
and that he may expect to have his advertising message presented conscientiously. It is certainly a -help to allOw your prospect to see ,fixed
dates to which you are committed than to ask him to take an ad. "every

other issue once we get started."

Care in preparing advertising contracts can, for many publications, Mean
the difference between red ink and black at the end orffie year.
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(sample cOntract)
THE SURVEY

Publication of Marion High School
730 W. 26th Street, Marion, IN 46952
(317) 664-9051
date
page

The undersigned firm hereby agrees to use ........ column inches of advertising
space in the SURVEY in each of the issues checked below.
,

The undersigned agrees to pay any cost incurred by the SURVEY in preparing
extra-cost-required advertising, according to the schedule below.
A,copy of the SURVEY containing each insertion of the advertising will be furnished

to the advertiser. All advertisers will be billed at the end of each Month for the
space used during the month. A tearsheet of each advertis4ment will be sent with
.

the bill.

Desired copy may be attached to this contract or specified clearly on the back.
A salesman. will check with the firm regularly for advertising copy or, at the
request of the advertiser, ad copy will be prepared or designed by the advertising
staff of the SURVEY.
Firm name .
address

......

.

....

for the SURVEY

.

Rate . A .
Rate B
Rate C
Rafe D
Rate E
Rate F

.... ..

".

.

...

.

......... telephone ...

..

.

;

.

title .... ..

RATE SCHEDULE
per column inch : . : .". .

.. .... one eighth page (91/4

spot color

. .... . .. .....

, signed

.

......

cl/in)

.... . ......

...... one-quarter page (19 cl/in)
one half page (38 cl/in)

full page (75 cl/inj

...

.

twenty Or more insertion

.

$ 1.50
$13.00
$25.00
$45.00
.$80.00
10(74 off

EXTRA COST SCHEDULE

.....

color 'separations
Preprinted inserts

..... .

.

stuffing charge

$20.00/color
$100,00/set
$20.00/page

b/w photos
reduction of art/photos
reverses (while on black):

$25.00
$2 00
$2.00$2.50

INSERTION DATE$

(Check date for each ,Insertion)

...Sept. 7
.:;.Sept. 21
....Sept. 28
:.Oct. 12

....Oct. 19
....Oct. 25
...,Nov. 9

....Nov. 16,
.

, ..Nov. 21

....Nov. 30
....Dec. 7
....Dec. 14
... .Dec. 21

....Jan. 11
....Jan. 25.

Feb 8

...Mar., 29

....Mar. 1

....Apr, 26
....May 3

....Feb. n

.

.Mar. 8
.Mar. 15

...Mar. 22

....Basketball special

...Apr. 19

. . . .May 10

...May 17
....May 24

18
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THE .LOG BOOK
After the, ad is sold and the contract is signed, careful recor -keeping is
required to make sure that the clients' advertising appears coireed in the
issues for which he, has contracted: A simple and effective w y cif, keeping
issue-by:issue advertising straight is through the use of
"log book,"
which can be nothing more than an. ordinary lined corn esition note.

book; The date of each issue is written at the top of the pages of the
log, and each time an ad is sold for a `particular issue, the _name of the
advertiser and the size and price of the ad are entered on 'the: page for
thatlisue.

:

The adline, or ads , contracted for each issue, is availabl

at a' glance
for' the ad staff to see on 'which issues they must concentratei,their sales,
and for the editort to deterMine whether to run more or fi,ver thin the
normal number of pages in the issue. The, log book also' laminates' the
necessity of going through each contract folder. before each, Oblication date

to list the ads that are to be run; all ads are listed in t}{e .log as soon
as they are sold and before the contracts are filed.

ColutanS can also be added after the names of the aCertisers to in;

clicate whether a member of the advettising staff' has pick up the copy
for each ad, and to indicate how the ad is made . up in ;its final form,
whether in paste -up, set in type, or merely roughed' ,for e printer,
After the pages fore, the issues of one, month should b
page ,for a
monthly summary, The summary should list all advertiser who have ap
peaxed in the paper during ? that month, the issues .in whicV ey advertised,
and the total amount due for the month. Columns may so' be added ..to
indicate' the, date that each firm: was billed and for m
the receipt.
of-each paymeht, 'Such a System provides relief from
drudgery of a
system in whiCh. the accounts of. each firm are kept
separates pages,
and wliere dachpage must be Checiced :before each issue; nd again monthly,
to be kept up-to-date.

ADVERISINO 1.00
date of ill JUO

advertiser

, 19
ciao of ad

met ot

copy

vat rade W

MONTHLY SUNITARY
rim .h loath of

Isse. run

aim of idlortlair

?OPAL DOS
Mk
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data bill sent

PAID

THE BILLING FORM
While there need be nothing elaborate about a publication's billing form,

two things should be kept in mind: it 'should be simple, and it should

be standard. All billing statements that come from a school's publications
department should follow the same form, to simplify their. handling by
the ad staff, and to assure advertisers that their accounts are being handled
in a competent, professional manner.

The top of the bill should contain the school's name and address, telephone number rind name of publication. On it should be written the, nnme
and" address of the firm billed, the date, and the amount due, as well as

instructions to detach and return the upper portion of the bill with the

payment
The bottom of the hill should again contain the school's. name, address

and phone number; and the Arne of the publication. On it should be

written an exact description of the charges, fully. itemized, for which the
bill is tendered.

.

Two copies should be made of the bill, and the carbon should be filed

with the advertiser's contract. When .payment is returned, it should be noted

in the log book, and the top half of the bill, -which was Teturned with
payment, stapled.te tbo carbon ebpy, of the bill.
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DESIGNING THE AD
The display ad occupies most of the advertising space in school publica-

tions. Therefore if the ad is to have sales appeal, it must be attractive
and interesting. Students are the readers, so the ad must appeal to them.
Possible variations of ad layout are great, however some ads are more
effective because the designer can get the reader's attention. The effective
layout must create a sense of movements Copy and illustration that is cen-

tered in an ad with an equal amount of material on either side is poor
advertising. A designer must find the optical center of an ad in order to
create movement. The optical center is located to the left of the mathematical center and two-thirds of the way up from the boftom of the ad.

The position of greatest attention is the optical center. It is at this point
that the reader's eyes focus upon the ad. Here the designer puts, the most
important block of copy, headline, or illustration. From this, the ;.designer
builds out and arranges the remaining material so that the reader's eyes
flow naturally through the ad.

The headline is the most important part of the ad copy. If the reader's
attention is not captured by the headline, the rest of the copy, however
beautifully and persuasively written, is usually lost. Therefore, the headline

.should be the keystone of the ad. It should, usually be located near the

top, command attention, and indicate what is advertised-4n length, the head

should be short so the reader can quickly grasp the thought, and should
be clever or informative so the transition from headline to body copy is
sinboth.

The body copy is used to reinforce the headline. Be specific; avoid general statements. Definite products in which students will be interested should
20

be mentioned, The effective ad makes the reader want to buy the product,
so suggest this sort of desired. action at the end of the ad.

Whenever possible an ad should contain a photograph or illustration,
most often located at the optical center of the ad.. Such art should be

attention-getting and show the product being sold. Hand-drawn art of bold
design, or a jphotograph picturing students from the school, attract readers', and advertising that will be seen and read by the students is a large
selling point With potential advertisers.

If there is only 'a small amount of copy in the ad, sketch it in rough
form by making it actual size and printing in the copy. The name, adstore will usually appear in the low. dress, add telephone number of the
er right-hand corner of the ad. for this is where the eyes of the reader
are most likely to leave the ad.

If there is to be a large amount of copy in the ad, plan the ad in two

sections. First draw the ad actual size on the left side of a piece of papery
and hand print' the material in large type such as the headline and the
name of the ,advertiser. Block in the smaller copy (see illustration 8) and
type or print it out to the side.

sible as .they tend to get lost on the ppagge.
Avoid small, ads when
Larger. ads draw the reader. eye And attention, Pictures; artwork and ozans can be applied to large ds much more easily than to small.
Most papers find it diffic It to turn down any ntl, even one-inch ads,
although some papers .haw successfully limited advertising to ads of at
least three column-inches. ut papers that do carry smaller ads must be
prepared to meet the ehallen of designing effective small ads. Revers:
ing such an ad, that is, mini g it white , on black, is one way to make
.it stand out, and using an un suit]: typeface may do the same. The mesited to the Advertiser's name and address,
sage, however, must usually be
and a trademark or 'slogan of some sort.

COPY A

Copy A
Written or typed to the side

Copy B
e. 0

written or typed to the side
Iwo I stool]
(PARKES "Al
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If a school publication is to attempt to offer real service to its advertisers by presenting their products and services in an attractive way designed to -help increase the sales of the,advertiser, well-designed and carefully planned ads are a must.

GRAPH I.CS
Every school needs help in making its advertising as traphically excithelps availing, as possible for little money. There are now a variety
- able, although they are primarily for the offset newspaper.

TYPE
A growing number of companies now offer hundreds of different type
faces in all sizes and styles in dry transfer lettering. The cost is low
$2.00 to $3.00 for enough type to make from five to fifteen headlines
and the method is almost foolproof to work with.

The lettering comes in basically two types. The first, rub-off lettering,
is easier to work with but is not re-usable. The letters are printed on an
acetate sheet and stick to paper when the front of the acetate is rubbed
with a pencil. The second type, in which letters are cut out and placed
individually into position, is slower,' bid the letters

are,

re-usable.

The cost of either method is so low That many staffs keep, on hand
a variety of different faces to use for striking effect in both editorial
and advertising copy.

BORDERS
Several companies offer dozens of different border designs which are
printed on a long acetate roll like tape and are quick and easy to position on a page. Styles include those below and dozens of others.

ARTWORK
Most yearbook companies provide their customers with clip-art books, and

a few are published commercially as well, These books contain hundreds
or thousands of professionally ,drawn line illustrations which may be cut
out and pasted directly on ad copy. They can also be enlarged or reduced by your printer.
22
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LETTE\R PRESS
While the aids discussed above are most useful for the offset publication, letterpress papers can make use of them too by pasting up ad copy
using these aids, and having the printer make an engraving from the pasteup. While this is slightly more expensive, it frees the letterpress staff from
the limitations of the printer's supply of type and borders. It is almost
certainly worth the extra expense.

Since there are many outlets for the materials just -discussed, no attempt
will -be made to provide a comprehensive list of where they can be obtained. Ask your printer. He will have the names and addresses of the
suppliers closest to your home, and can tell you where to get the best
price in your area.

DISPLAYING ADVERTISING
Most school newspapers present advertising on the inside and beck pages,
omitting advertising only on the front page and editorial page. There are
several arrangements which allow good, display of the ads as well as making the copy on the .page easy to read. Although the examples below are
illustrated with a five-column format, they apply in the same way to other
formats.

Larger ads should be placed at the bottom of the page, often in a carat.,
but a simple rule for 'attractive page layout is that a smaller ad should
never appear below a larger one. In addition, most advertisers and many
editors feel that all ads should touch copy; in other words, that no ad

should be completely surrounded by other ads, but should come in contact
with a column of copy either at the top or at the side. While this is not universally true, particularly in the case of large ads which dominate the
bottom of a page anyway, such a policy pleases advertisers and counteracts the occasional tendency to- clump many small ads together.
Below are a few of the most popular methods of arranging advertising on the newspaper page.

'HALF PYRAMID
in this arrangement the reader reads into the ad copy than touches the
stories. The largest ad is located in the inside lower corner of the page

fright-hand corner for even-numbered pages and left-hand corner for oddnumbered' pages.) and surrounded stair-step fashion by smaller ads, building to a peak above the largest ad. This is the most common type of ad
arrangement.

WELL ARRANGEMENT
Advertising copy peaks at about the same height. on both sides of the
page but one or two columns carry little advertising, being at the bottom
of the "well" formed by the advertising. This arrangement may be particularly useful when there is much advertising to be carried on a page.
23
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well arrangement

half pyramid

DOUBLE PYRAMID
on which much advertising is to appear.
This Is also useful for'
Large ads anchor both corners and advertising builds from a low point
"in the center of the .page stair-step fashion to both sides. If one side is to
be slightly higher than the .0ther, the weight should be to the inside of
the page.
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double pyramid

111.174

panel

PANEL
This requires the sta liing of ads of similar size on to of each other
up to the outside colurrins. While this permits much unbroken space in the

wr

center of the page for news copy, it probably lowers advertising readership and so is preferred usually only, for variety.

PRINTING METHODS
Letterpress printing is a dying art. In the last ten years, many commercial printers and school print shops have switched to offset printing,
and the trend gives to indication of reversing itself. The savings offered
by, offset, in both time and money, have made the transition not only
practical, but inevitable.
Reduced to its simplest level, letterpress printing is similar to the use
of an ink pad and ,rubber stamp. The initial step, then, in producing a
letterpress newspaper is .to manufacture this "rubber stamp," which is actually made from molten type metal. Such lines of type (often referred
to as linotype slugs) form the relief surface which is inked and ultimutely produces aline of print in a letterpress newspaper.

43tit since this book is concerned basically with the funding of newspapers and yearbooks, let us turn to the production of advertising in a

letterpress newspaper. Here too, a "rubber stamp" or relief surface must be
produced, not only for advertising copy, but for photographs and illustrations as well. In a letterpress publication the relief plates for photography
and: art work are called ' photoengravings," and constitute one of the major
cost factors in producing a letterpress newspaper.
To illustrate the additional: time and cost factors involved in a letter-

press production, let us examine the total production costs involved in
printing 1000 copies of the following 81/4 x 11 circular on 120 lb. vellum
stock.1
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In formation supplied by' tho Rambler Puhlishing Corpnratlan In Smithtown, Y.Y.
The firm has recently sw it ehed to offset production, and tile prices tinted reflect the
1.

Actual production costs of the Printer.
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','Offset composition- prices me based On'aCarripnter setting 4916 Compagrap,',
hip-Which 'can Mix type facesthrOugh -the use ;orthd,penched 'tape: fLetter =",
..preSi typesetting - involves "three ''= magazine ,-Changes for "different' typeS;, all'
nf.WhiCh is a mannal'operation., -,. -:', ' ,'' = .
',
4- .
,,
,
$aturally,', the': additional cost Of , jabor and 'materials
' is passed, on' .to :
the customer, whether, the .job.' is -being :dene for. , restaurant,
;or a, high'
C.sehool- newSpaper.- It is not difficult' -to' visualize- the cost inciirred ,iii "the,,
production , of, an' ad 'which utilizei- mime', photography or 'artWork , What is
"diffieult,:llionghis ',the
a, school newspaper In* Make in ''es,tablish-'
raterate Card.:-Init :how, much of the'' cost factor ,Xn be
---'--,ifig-:-its :advertising'
"':passed on to the advertiser 'without making the advertising, prOhibitiVet :is: ; ,
"an'onerous, and frankly'subjectivedecision.,,
,-,;.
,.
M an y e express
it
newspapers have .attemptecl to circumvent- this knotty`
..problem; ,by predithing, a 'series: of ads' -containing only 'body- type from" one
of the 'publisher's-type- font.t":"In ,,many. instances such! a,- simple: forM ,of
advertising layout is the only feasible Means of attracting and holding 'adiertisers. But
But-while the result 'is eConoMical,i it presents Jittle in the
of;
,- Creativity) Can actually, detract from ',the artistic appeal, of the newspaper,
anOnay.uliimatrelY'prevent reader-recognition of the ad.
,

''

.

'

targe orporations and ,brand 'name predUcts, offer' some relief to theletterpress Taper .by
lieight.'"mate' 'Which are easily, molded
into 'metal, plates by the 'newspaper'S publisher, Mere, again,. however,' the
letterpress,.schOol newspaper, is often at
disadvantage since most of its
potential: advertising, revenue -will be derived from local lipiiness interests
which -offer no mat, service.

'20ne,advantage that is 'offered by Jetterpress production is that once the
advertising :plate. has been -molded it can be ,used- again and again in- the,,
newspaper. Obviously though,- this is not a ,cOmplete ,soletien, for several

reasonsFirst,,' the plates are bulky and must be stored 'somewhere at a
Cost .(er, certainly an inconvenience) to either' the printer or to the news,,paper itself. Second, an advantage exists'-only when an advertiser is con"tent to run, an identical- ad ,issue after issue. Should he deCide to change
'-his.-"e0y,,"or artwork, the original-plate- losee7its value completely. -Third;,
they 'prciduction of a plate is ,?an initial expense for the newspaper. 'Used'
over a period, of time; the paper ean"anticipate additional' long-range.profits:
However, if an' advertiser ceases,
association with, the newspaper after
sonly one or tWoissues;tthesepiofits
will neVerbe, realized. '
,

1

Letterpress does offer one definite advantage over offset, but even this
exists in theory only. The final appearance. or typography of a newspaper
reflects the care and consideration which has gone into the manual production or pasteup of the publication. Critics of offset production point
out that since printing is done essentially by photographic duplication, any
errors in judgment of the copy's size, or even a slight movement in the
layout of a column of print will be glaringly obvious in the final production
of the paper.
Letterpress publications do not encounter tfiese difficulties because columns
of type can easily be lengthened by metal slugs placed between the lines, and

columns of newsprint are held' firmly in place by a metal form, thereby,
preventing;any. movement of the type prior to printing.

But while this theoretical criticism is true, in actual practice, it is rarely
the case. Even the most professional pasteup jobs may occasionally slip,
thereby -printing a crooked headline or news column. Nevertheless, such
criticism cannot reasonably be applied to offset printing in general. To
presume such errors to be an inherent quality of offset printing implies
the incompetence of the entire layout staff, or at best, occasional carelessness
on their part. Caieful training and close supervision reduce this crit.
Icism to a rare unpleasantry.

Perhaps the picture we have painted of letterpress printing is too severe.'

Letterpress has produced thousands of fine newspapers over a period of many

yew's, and the body copy of a letterpress newspaper appears almost exactly the same as that of an offset production. Modern printing developments have, however, made offset desirable from both an economic and
creative paint of view. For the time: being at least, offset seems to be
the future of the newspaper industry.

The school that reproduces its paper by 'mimeograph can have attractive
advertising,' too, although careful work in cutting stencils is. required: Ads
may be simply drawn on in position and lettering done with a stylus and
lettering guide. Few mimeo publications find it necessary to run advertising, however, because mimeograph is by far the least expensive method
of printing.

THE PORTFOLIO s.
The following section is designed to show -you the types of advertising
other school publications have run. It is a good' idea to compile a portfolio of the most attractive advertising your paper has run and paste
them in a notebook to show prospective advertisers. A look at the follow
ing ads may give you a few ideas about what you should do with type
and art. and what you shouldn't.
,

The newspaper advertising staff may find it useful to prepare a portfolio of the most attractive advertising ,designed by the paper, and give
a copy to each salesperson. Potential advertisers are . impresied by proven

performance of the advertising medium in which they are investing, and nothing could be more convincing of the professional, businesslike manner in
which 'their account will be handled than samples of quality work already
produced by the paper.

,
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YEARBOOK ADVERTISING
The second section of the booklet concerns yeitrbook advertising. Again
the inforniation presented takes the form of suggestions and guidelines,
and can easily be adapted' to fit the needs of many different types of
publication situations.

Many of the principles of yearbook advertising are identical to- those
of newspaper advertising. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary duplication, ref-ti
erence will be made to specific material found in Part I, and the reader will
be directed to tuna back to it.
This section will deal with many of the same general topics- discussed
earlier, but the material presented is intended to apply primarily to yearbooks.. The demographic survey may We found in Part I, but differences
in its application to the preparation of the yearboalc sales campaign will
be discussed In Part IL

=

A yearbook must also keep -careful track of finances, so samples' of
contracts and methods. of .keeping .reCords, ;co:imputing rates, and Lolling are
presented and discussed.

Design and graphics are covered only briefly, in their unique applications to yearbooks; Part I contains the fundamentals of designing ads
that sell.

There are various ways of arranging ads in the book, and several methods are presented and 'discussed. A portfolio of recent yearbook advertis
.ing concludes the section.
I'

Many times yorboolc staffs and advisers firtd it difficult to communicate
with the representatiVe of their publisher. Costs, specifications and responsibilities are not clear. The section on "Getting the Most for Your Money"
will, we hope; help save some of those precious advertising dollars so you
can put them to work in improving your book, not in paying hidden costs,

PLANNING THE YEARBOOK
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
The technique of selling yearbook "advertising is not greatly different
from that of selling newspaper _advertising, but it is often wise to make a
slight shift in the emphasis of the campaign because of the inherent differences between newspapers and yearbooks.

THE PROSPECT LIST
Newspapers are rarely saved from one issue to the next, much less over.;
a period of years. Yearbooks, on the other hand,. are months in the preparation and are usually saved for years, sometimes for several generations.
Debause, then, of the much longer life expbctancy of most yearbooks, ad)
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0..i,

vertisi`i of a long term nature f or a product for whlch mos e students
av
cilate-neccl may-besolicited. Illis-does-not-soften the rule
that a ublication should neither solicit not accept advertising for a product
or service which it has no reasonable expectation of selling. But it does
open e field considerably in making available many merchants whose
produc

are not usually ,purchased by students.

-The prospect list can again be kept in a card file, and when .the adver-,
r tising campaign . begins, cards for each prospect should be marked after
the firm is ,called ,upon. It is simple, then; for a salesperson looking for
a patential 'advertiser..to call upon, to flip through the card. file and obtain.
,.,

a list of those firms not yet contacted. The system also helps to keep

,the staff from annoying merchants with multiple sales calls by different
staff members.

Once 'a list of prospects has been obtained, there are many ways of organizIng the actual selling. It is usually more profitable to plan an intensive four-td-eight-week campaign than to wprk in a hit-and-miss fashion
for several months. The campaign is .best.. conducted during the summer

months if the yearbook from the previous year came out in the spring,
and just. after the beginning. of the school year-if the previous book was
a Summer or fall delivery book.

.

.

Most 'often, staff members, working singly or in pairs, first request certain 'businesses where they feel they have a better chance of selling ads
than other staff members. The community is then divided up gtographicalty
with each staffer to team assigned to one ,area. This, top, cuts down
on multiple call; on a merchant.

-

Some schools make the selling of yearbook advertising a school project,
with classes or homerooms competing against each other. One high school
in Pennsylvania sold over. $16,000 worth of advertising. in 1973 in that
Way.

Most yearbooks also defray expenses through the sale of patron ads.
advertising is usually sold to -parents, friends, school personnel, and
others such as physicians and lawyers whose professional ethics preclude

Such,

commercial advertising. Such ads usually cost between three and ten dollars,

for which the patron's name is inserted into a special section of the book.
Sometimes the purchase of a patron ad entitles the patron to a free hOok,

sometimes not, but if it does, staffs must take care that the cost of the
ad covers the cost of the book and leaves a substantial amount to add to
the receipts.

Some schools sell two types of patron ads, personal and commercial. Com-

mercial patron ads are sold to businesses which do not want to purchase
display advertising in the book but who are anxious to show their good
will. They are usually charged somewhat higher rates than personal patrons, who are as described in the preceding paragraphs. There is some
thinking -that making commercial, patron, ads available cuts into the sales
oL display advertising, and undermines the attitude that most schools today
35
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are trying to adopt

that advertising in a high school publication is

not charity, but is good for the advertiser as well as the publication.

The use of patron ads in general seems to be declining for this same
reason. If a student publication is trying to run on a professional basis,
some advisers sense a double standard in asking people to be "boosters,"
and get ,nothing in return. And unless a school has a great many patrons
indeed, patron advertising accounts for a relatively small percentage of the
advertising income, anyway.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
The results of the demographic survey of student spending patterns
should certainly be utilized. Most merchants fail to realize the amount of
money students pump into the local econoniy every year, and if these
figures are expanded into the amount students may be expected to spend
and their
over even the next ten years (remembering that yearbooks
last longer than newspapers), the figure is even more striking.
adS

The question on the survey asking whether students play a role in deciding on major family purchases should be particularly pointed out to the
prospective yearbook advertiser if the answer is strongly affirmative. A

roofing and siding contractor may argue that he does no business with
high school students, 'but it is fair to remind him that 1.) most parents
read the yearbook, too, and 2.) those high school students will have homes,

families, and houses in anywhere from just a few months to just a few

years, and his yearbook ad will be seen dozens of times by then. Yearbook

advertising is good business.

STAFF INCENTIVES
Some yearbook staffs are highly self-motivated, others are not, but even
for staffs Whose greatest reward is the doing of a job well-done, selling
advertising is hard work. So many publications have a program of incentives
which both reward the hard workers and give staff members tangible awards
to shoot for.

Not all advisers agree with the- philosophy of awarding prizes or awards
to top salespersons, contending that it results in a more careless approach
to work not offering a tangible reward. Other staffs offer no prizes because of regulations to the contrary by local school officials. Staffs offering such incentives, however, use several methods._

ew staffs give salespersons monetary commissions on what tbey sell,
usually- from three to five percent. Others grant special trips, dinners,
workshop fees, ,etc. Many schools give free or reduced-rate advertising to a
few merchants who donate substantial prizes to be awarded to outstanding advertising sales work.

Whether or not the incentives result in more ad sales is difficult to determine except in individual cases. Some staffers require no incentive, some
36
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cannot be coaxed and cajoled into selling ads for anything and others respond to the offer with genuine determination to win. Most books have
some systkm of incentive or reward, but the form it takes is best determined by the school's needs and the adviser's philosophy.

BUSINESS PROCEDURES
Unlike student newspapers, which work throughout the school year at selling
advertising and should, therefore, have a regular ad staff, the yearbook %toff in

most schools concentrates its sales campaign into a relatively short period
of time, and all staff members take part in selling ads; the business department often consists of only one or two full-time people: an ad manager, who designs ads and advertising sections, and a business manager,

who keeps the books. Sometimes the ad manager does both jobs.

Because so many different people are involved in the yearbook advertising
process, record-keeping can be difficult and tedious unless a well-organized
system is set up at the beginning of the year The money that comes in at

the beginning of the year must be enough to see the book through", -so
goals must be carefully set, and records be kept complete and up-to-date.

If that is done, financial success is assured.

ESTABLISHING ADVERTISING RATES
It is a must to, check advertising rates each year to make sure they are
enough to cover printing costs. Although it is rarely necessary to change

the basic page rate more than five or ten dollars at a time, the adviser
or business manager must be able to do so at will, and the new school
or new adviser will want a system for computing the rate. The chartsuggested below, similar to that suggested earlier for newspaper rates,
should provide an 'Accurate financial summary.
Exponlos

Printing
(This should include all your anticipated payments to the

yecubook company: printing, special effects, cover, color,
supplement, proof corrections, shipping, etc. A reliable
company representative should be able to estimate these
very closely if you can provide a clear set of specifications.)
Photography

(Difficult to estimate. If in doubt, chock last year's figures
or ,set an upper limit and stick to it.)
Dues, contests, conventions,
workshops.

Supplies

Postage and telephone
`Awards, prizes, etc.
Equipment, purchase and/or repair
Skb-total
Emergency

(Since no budget is Ioolproof, and emergencies do arise,
we recommend that an additional five per cent of the subtotal be added into the projected expenses. This should
cover, price increases, unexpected equipment breakdown
beyond that projected, and other unforeseen expenses.)
Total

.....,

.,

..

'7 $
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

..Projecting yearbook income is a risky but necessary' business, for it is
necessary to set goals for both sales and, advertising, and the failure of
either campaign to meet its goal can put the book in serious financial
Jeopardy. Coals must be realistic, and possibly a 'little conservative, but
just Mowing how many books or ads you have to sell is a major first
step toward making your goal.
From school board, book rental fees, activities ticket, etc.

... . ...

......

..........

ocues

$

(Multiply the number of books you Plan to actually -sell
by the` average price per book. 'Don't count those you give
to school board members, other schools, keep for
away
beCabse these books are liabilities,'
publications use, etc.
not assets. Try to keep them to a minimum,)

.... .

Sale of piciurel

,

.

. ....

(Many schools receive commissions from the studios that Photo-

graph 'their underciaisrlien or seniors, but the distribution
of these funds varies widely. Some tchools add, the entire
amount to the general fund, others give the entire amount,
or part of h, to We newspaper or yearbook accounts.)
Tota1

,

.

............ {N .......

... :'

Needed from adyertising
(Again, for safety's sake,. set Your advertising need! about
five per cent higher than the actual figure required?)

The dollar figure you arrive at by following these guidelines (see illustration 1,5,, sample worksheet) should be the minimum goal of your ad-

vertising sales campaign. But how do yQu determine what to charge, for
a page of advertising, your basic rate?

plans for the, bdok, it is necessary. for the year`When making
'book staff to allocate a certain number of the total pages in the book for
each section, and 'advertising space should be allotted at the same time.
A yearbook will typically carry, from ten to fifteen per cent advertising,
with .some variation possible, so plan one a `figure, in that range. Then,
simply dividing the number of pages of advertising 'planned, into the amount

of meney needed will produce your page rate. 'Again, it is a good idea
to to _per cent to this figure, if, possible to provide an

to add five

emergency cushion.

Whether or not to increase the rate for smaller, ads and giVQ, a discount for, larger ones is up to the publication. "'Yearbooks all over the
country operate successfully both ways so the decision last be a product
.of each, yearbObit staff after evaluating the success of past campaigns, and the
response from potential advertisers.

WORKSHEET
wining

P;

A

photography
4A
graPhY
d u e t , contests-, ere:
supplies
phone, postage
awards, 'banquet, etc.
equipment
A'.
4414
sub-total
;

5% emergency

...

$12000
$ 300
$
$

$"

..

.$

100
50

75
50
50

.. 412625

0

from school board, etc.

$

sale of book
sale of pictures

$ 9000
$ 1000

other
total
needed from advertising
5% ciishion
total, needed

$

0

410000
$ 3256
$ 163
$ 3419

631

413256

fatal.

13419
1.. 'total,
'2: 'number of pages' of advertising 28
$122 (1 ":4- 2
3. base rate per page

.CONTR A c T
The advertising contract for the yearbook is very similar to, that for
the neWspaper. It is brief and clear; but it covers all basic details of the
agreement between the yearbook and the advertiser.

The first part or the 'contract outlines the agreement and sets forth the
responsibilities of the pubIPArion and of the advertiser, and containi. Tace
for the signatures of representatives' of both the book and 'the company..
As discussed previously, two copies.' should be made, one to be kept by

the advertlier and one to be filed with copy, artwork, photographs, and
other, materials for the account, in the publications area, where it will be
accessible' to both the business staff and' theitdviser.
.

.

.

The contract should also indicate, for convenience sake, whether the
IS to be billed,
advertiser, paid at the time he signed for the ad or if
and 'if the latter; hen ho should bo'billed.

The schedule of charges should also appear on the contract, detailing
the ,rate ,for each size ad available, and a list of extra-cost iteins.
So many schools Use photographs, in all or most of their ads that, many
'books .no longer consider photography an extra item blit include it in the
price 'Of the ad. But many: schools do overlook one almost. embarrassingly
obvibui' Why to ctit their own color costs or to get 'dolor into thdir

sell the advertiser color in his ad! Many
little or no. cost
advertisers are willing to. spend money for color that will make their advertising distinctive and quickly' noticeable on a' page of advertising.
books 'at

By passing the cost of color along to the advertiser,_ the school' can got

the rest of the eight,page printing flat printed with the same spot color
a real. savings with books ,using more and more
at little or no , cost
color.

.

9

-C `A:tC T;

','MARION HIGH SCHOOL
MARION, INDIANA
."71fie Ithdersignect firm agrees to use
'page of advertising- in -the, -11976
;CACTUS, a"publication" of Marion; High 'School, Marion, IndiOna.
Charges will` be 'as deieribed belerk Copy must, be provided- to the CACTUS'
,;0-401sie11.,;.19,75..:Cost of the advertising includes
phOtOgraph which. may, at
)14-,option of thes'advertisere be,used,ith the ad.
.'
'
{firm; name,
-title ":address - ,
,

....

_

;fl

;CACTUS:

phone.

'date

,

PAYMENT:: $:

,

,cash

S.,

2

' Please bill
... 'us in: .. . :. :',,, .. October

,v

,

NOirember
,December .=
January,

.'.

,'

,

amountXdoe4`1..

charges: one- eighth page t

..

1,

..

v

full,. page, : :7',',' .1' .
.

.

-

one-half page
,

,

',.,- :

one:CP:oder ;page

,.-

$30.00 '

.
.

,

$20.00

's

.

$60,00
$120.00

-

,

,

one applied colcir
.full =color from print or transparency

.$25.0D
$125.00

Copy, will appear in the CACTUS as indicated below, or -a CACTUS represents:
trier' will' call for copy before' October ,li., 1975.

,
,

.

FirtAy, the contract ought ,to contain a space for copy to be indicated,
and
promise -that if' copy is not' specified on the contract, it will be
-pilled, for by a specified date, reassuring the advertiser that once he. has

signed a contract and paid for, his ad; he- will not be fOrgotten. Such, a
promise, gives further indication `th-at the yearbook staff is as interested in

,serving- the aclvettlser as it is ,in getting his money. A number of suggestions for servicing accounts are given in the newspaper section of this

,RE'cORD+,KEEPI.NG
,

Just as important as selling the original ad is the business of keeping
'track of the advertising which the ,.yearbook is committed_ to running, and
,

a list-Of billiniinformatiori. Therefore, after all advertising -is sold and filed

alphabetically in the publications area, it is useful to make a master list
of essential information on' which basic data about each account can be
recorded.
.

An; alphabetical list. should- be made and can le done conveniently on
a,forrn suCh as -the one :illustrated. The form' lists the name of each ad-'
vertiser, the size of his ad ;' and 'whether 'or not color is to appear_ in his ,ad.

'

,

The, next several columns of information concern billing information. One

column is to mark the account paid if the advertiser Paid at the time the
ad was sold, or after the business manager has received his check. Colunans
can also be included to indicate when the account is to be billed, making.
it easy' ,for the 'business manager to tell at a glance what firms to bill .
each month. A final column should be added' to indicate the date each
'bill was Sent. This helps the adviser or litiness manager quickly answer
any questions from the advertiser, over the telephone, without the. necessity
of,digging out the entire file for the account.

s'

# is alSo desirable to, add a third ..series of columns which indicate the
deg*, to which work. oh each ad his progressed. The' advertising manager
can. mark appropriate columns showing that he has the necessary photographs, if ,needed; for each ad, flint, copy, has been sent or approved by
I

the advertiser, and, that the ad has been assigned to a page, making all

essential information about every ad in the book instantly, available to the
adVertising staff mid the adviser:. Such a comprehensive outline wili also
ease the pangs of , ransition in the event of. a change in advertising personnel or adviser inthe
he middle of the year:

BILLING'
The billing form and procedures for a yearbook are substantially the
saine as -those for newspapers, So the discussion of billing in Part I need
not be repeated for yearbook.
CACyos AD4i/T3j/10 ItICOry7.
Ireof Ahlatlaer
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'DESIGN:1NQ THE AD
ft-

.

-Sinte there are no fundamental' differences in ,designing displaY"adverlising for the yearbook instead of the newspaper, the material presented
in Part I will not, be repeated.-There are two differenees to keep in mind,
hoWever; size and reproduction quality.

Yearbook ads will usually be smnewhat larger than newspaper ads. There,
r,-forelt should be possible to design more consistently 'attraetive advertising. There are no one- and two-inch ads to worry about, so the advertising
Manager must be Sure he understands the principles of advertising design,
since he will have a greater opportunity than, his newspaper counterpart
to make use of art, photographs and bold display type.
.

Because Yearbooks are printed on more- expensive paper "stock; photographic reproduction is better. Many< schools take advantage of this to liven their ads by running rnany photographs in the ads. To ensure high readership, it is 'usually wise to inclnde students from the school in, the ad

preferably not the same students who get their pictures in the book for
a dozen other things. as well. This will have, the added advantage of
'helpi4g sales.

Well-designed, carefully planned ads only enhance the appearance and
value of any yearbook, and as much care should be taken in planning. the
_advertising spreads' as' that used in.-preparing the homecoming spread, on
the spread,about the yearbook staff.

GRAPHICS
Sinee most school yearbooks are -now printed by the offset inethok it
is -possible for a school to save a AM.% bit of money and produce much
More striking advertising by pasting up their own ads, just as they would
for a newspaper: Advertising staffs may choose type styles from the hun,
cireds offered by the dry transfer lettering manufacturers discussed earlier,
instead of the ten to twenty rather plain styles offered by most yearbook
puhlishers. Different border design for each spread, extensive use of hand
art or clip -art,; and the ability to see the finiihed ads even before the proofs
come bitdic,' make ad pasteup in the school worth considering. In addition,
most yearbook publishers give. small discounts for such work done out of

the plant.

See 'Part I for further discussion of inexpensive graphic' effects now
available.
-

DISPLAYING. ADVERTISING
-0

Few yearbooks revise the way they organize and display their advertising from year to year, usually because it never occurs to them that they
can, do 'so. But there are some 'real advantages, both finanCially and in
developing the book, to re-evaluating this area occasionally.

There Are two convenient methods of displaying advertising, if ads are
42
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to cover an.

page or more of. the book: by using a basic ,.unit of

one-eighth page, or .a basic unie of one-sixth page,

In the former case, ad sizes would be one-eighth page, one:quartet page,
one-half page, and full page. In the "latter, sizes would be one-sixth page,
one-thirdpage, two-thirds page, and full page,

,

_

Neither of these systems is, in itself, any better than the 'other, but
there are several reasons for considering a 'change, one being the fact
that it :gives the advertising section just a slightly different appearance than
it 'has had in the past. Just this first" step may be enough tcr,convince
the staffs of- some books which have followed the same basic organiza=
tional plan throughout the book for several years that other changes might
be in order to keep their book up-to-date and alive.

Tcie're are advantages too, when it becomes necessary to raise advertising rates. For a book that has been using the' basic one-sixth unit, all that
is necessary 'to raise rates is to retain..the "same rate per step, but adopt
a one-eighth page base, Thus, if your schedule was:
$ 20 ,

one-sixth page

... ....,...$ 40

one-third page ,,,

$ 80

two-thirds page

$120

full. page I

simply adjust your rate schedule to:
'one-eighth page
One-fourth liege
one-half page

full page

$ '20

$ 40
$ 89

........ . ..

$120

Since relatively few ads sold are full-page ads, revenue per page will
increase by $40 per page. Of course the change in , ad. size should be

.

pointed out to prospects who have advertised previo,asly, but this is prob., -ably, the least painful way devised of raising advertising rates...

For a school using a one-eighth page base the best solution is to simply

raise the rates, but for, all salespersons to , be certain to point out that
ads will now be larger lind fewer to the page, 'so the:advertiser sees an
increase in servict to him irt,exchange for his extra money, A typical ex4
ample of such a rate increase might look like this.:

OLD RATE;
1

.' NEW RATE:

one-eighth page
one-fourth page
one -half page

full pabe

.

,

'..

P.,

$ 20 '

$30
$ 60

$120

J

$ 30
$ 50

one-sixth' page
'one-third page

two-thirds page
full page
,

43.

4 .1

.

.

%

$ 9.5
$140

Such a ievised rata schedule would result in increased revenues of from
la.to fp'&1 per page..

.Whichever method your book uses, keep one thing in mind about layout: it is not necessary that all pages of advertising look like window

panes with all segments being only slightly horizontal or vertical. It is
often more attractive to run a one-third or . one-half page ad vertically
instead of horizontally, or a quarter-page ad across the, entire side or battoin, instettanf in one corner.
Besides the decision on the basic size to use for "advertising, one other
ajar bit , of organization remains to be done: where ,to put the ads in
e book.

Traditionally, advertising has been carried in a single section, nearly al-

ways at the' back of the book, and while many schools continue to do
this the trend has been in other directions. The realization that the school

publication has an obligation to the advertiser to help sell his product, and
that advertisers were often beingill-served by crowding all their advertising into an area that could be conveniently ignored by -readers, persuaded
many yearbook staffs to seek other methods of presenting advertising.

The' first step was to add photographs, usually of students, to most
of the ads to draw readers' attention to them. Few schools today stick

to the old system of panel advertising where . the firm's name aii'd address
and one-line" message are presented in a neatly ruled little box, Schools
which have retained the entire advertising section in the back of the book

now frequently lay out the pages to 'resemble the' rest of the editorial
content of the -book, and include body copy about the, advertiser or his
product. Others include interesting and readable feature articles about the
commudity in the ad section and incorporate many candid shots.
Quite a number of schools have abandoned the idea that- all advertising
must be in a single section of the book, and have begun to place a spread
or two of advertising after each of the editorial sections of the book. This
system pleases advertisers, for .
must pass through ad copy to get
to the next section of
ook, a,
readership of their ads is theXeby
increased.

Fina
iall, but growing number of books are converting to a true
magazine style of advertising, in which advertisements and editorial copy
appear together on spreads throughout the book. Advertisers like this even
more, of course, but yearbook editors usually like it less, finding it more
difficult to incorporate an ad into their layout patterns. Some readers also

feel that it detracts from the overall effect of the book. No clear-cut

trend has yet developed on this method.

A few books have tried a variation on the latter method by limiting
advertising to one-line messages which appear unobtrusively at the bottoin
of each page. It is questionable, however, whether this performs much of
a service to advertisers, and soliciting this type of advertising appears no

4`

different than asking for businesses to "boost" the yearbook with ads of
the panel viariety.

flowever,

are

layed, one thing is a must: the index to the book

should, always include an index' to adveitisers. Merchants appreciate it and
it makes it much easier for any reader to. find what he's looking for.
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Do you know what, costs extra and what does not in 'Your yearbook?
The following list of yearbook-. specifications has been provided to help'
you communiate with your publication representative. Hopefully these specifications will help you when dealing with your. yearbook representative.
.

J. Basic inforrnattion and requirements:''
-Indicate the exact size of the book you want.

.

The ,number of copies will depend upon the number of 'stu-..
dents in your schOol. Indicate the number Of copies you want
B.

Know, exactly chow many pages you Want ;and work, around
that number. -C.

D. Know how the printing of your . book will be done. Offset is
usually preferred.
E. The paper in your yearbook should be eighty pound number
one grade, oncl. should be' selected from no less than four possible
finishes.

,

F. The yearbook cover should lie clasS I, smyth down, book 'bound,
eIther litho or sillcscre,en.
hard case, *ding long, and- fabricoid
Chooie yoUr cover from, a minimum- of ten :fabric selections,
G.
+

Brown or blue line proofs should be used and provided for

the entire !pc*.
It Concerning the composition of the book, there should be pro-

vided a minimum of four kinds of betly tYpe, serif and sanserif
B, 8, 10, and 12 point, type.. Use of the above types should be
unlimited. There should.: also be a minimum of ten headline styles

and the free use of 18, 24, 39, 36, and 46 point type. Six pages
of solid type should be proVided at no extra cost; plus four
styles of-display type. Have indicated the rate 'or discotint per six
teen pages for headlines dorie by the staff.

I. Concerning special effects, require the use of five special efTeets at no extra charge. There should be'no charge for reverses,

100 percent blacks; 30 percent grays,' 60 .percent grays; and bleeds.

MOrtises should not be charged extra, The unlimited use of haiv
line, border ii-ulev up to.and including `6 point including", reverses and

overprint, should be guaranteed. One hundred twelve pages of spot
color should be included at no' extra charge.

Freight and two duotones per flat shOuld be inehided.
K. Include all mounting, reduction and, enlargements of pictures.
There shoUld, be,' no 'charge for the use' of :tooling lines, or for
J.

the 'request of no tooling lines.

L. As far' as :the yearbook is. concerned, the academic school year
. runs from Auguit. 18 ,to August 18, Final copies "Mould be delivered

to your plant no later than PO 10 Books will then be receiv
ed from your. company no-later than August 18.
.

The base price should then he listed and the, cost for the spot

color included in the base price itemized.
,

Special costs:

A. ,On the basis of the previous 'specifications, determine .tlie cost

of extra signatures, and the cost of printing end sheetsdifferently, .front and back, colored, end sheets included. Determine they
expected price adjUstment by Subtracting the pages in multiples 'of
sixteen from the total, number of pages in, your yearbook.
B. Determine the cost for editorial changes, additions or deletions
Pe!Page.,
C. Determine the, cost for printing each book in addition to 1.000.

at, Determine the cost; for printing pages in addition to the number of pages in your book in multiples of eight.

Hr. Process color' specifications:

A. One four-color 'transparency on a two page siread should be
included.
B.

Detennine the cost for four-color transparency on a natural

spread. Include cost of multiple seperation.
C. Determine' the cost of additionahfour-color transparency on the
same eight page flat.

IV.

Spot color:

Determine the ,cost for spot color on additional eight pages
of a flat.
A.

V.

May itherehy be understood that:

If the printcr makes charges for additional services, procedures,
(Tr items, he must indicate in detail such charges here:

w. Other considerations:
A. Submits, a ,Schedule of copy requirements, but (your school)
reserves the right to determine its own deadline schedule.
B.

The representative shou

submit two or three yearbook ref-

erences from schools in your are

All materials, mounting boards, proportion wheels, cropping'
"L's", copy forms, layout sheets, should be included in cost.
C.

D. List any additional items or services your company or representative will provide (your high school).

signature of company
representative

signature of representative
who will service
this contract

THE PORTFO.LLO
This section also concludes with a brief selection of yearbook ads from
around the country demonstrating some of the ideas discussed earlier.
It is to the benefit of a yearbook salesperson to carry a copy of the
book for the last, year or two on sales calls to present to potential advertisers. As it was stated before, a proven record of iierformance will do
half the selling job.

Conducting a successful sales campaign, keeping erro1less books, and de-

signing attractive and persuasive ads are not always easy jobs, but they
are vital jobs on both student and professional publications, and are satisfying when successfully done. The business side of student publications often
escapes attention and recognition, but a skillful business manager or
advertising manager contributes just- as much to the success or failure of a
publication as any member of the editorial board.

This has been one approach to the solution
the financial woes that
beset many publications. There are others. But adapted to the situation in
which each publication finds itself, it may help to produce more stable and
successful newspapers and yearbooks.
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